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Abstract
Interaction of charged leptons with photons is considered for the case when
one of the lepton legs is off the mass shell. The effect due to off-mass-
shell shift in the anomalous magnetic moment is computed within one-loop
approximation. Possible contributions of this effect in the muon g − 2 mea-
surements are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The anomalous magnetic moment of a charged fermion af ≡ (gf −2)/2 is
defined via its gyromagnetic ratio gf . The Dirac equation gives gf = 2, but
quantum corrections can shift it. For the electron case, we have the perfect
agreement of extremely precise experimental [1] results and the corresponding
theoretical calculations [2]. That is in fact a triumph of perturbative quantum
electrodynamics.
On the other hand, the difference between experimental data and theo-
retical prediction for the muon anomalous magnetic moment withstands to
our efforts to remove it for many years. Very accurate measurements with
muons and anti-muons at the E821 experiment at BNL [3] gave
aexpµ = 11 659 208.9(5.4)(3.3) · 10
−10. (1)
Various theoretical predictions received within the Standard Model (SM)
are based on well established calculations in the QED [4] and (electro)weak
sectors [5] but vary from each other in treatment of nonperturbative hadronic
contributions, see e.g. papers [6, 7] and references therein. The Particle Data
Group [1] quotes the following theoretical estimate:
aSMµ = 11 659 180.2(0.2)(4.2)(2.6) · 10
−10, (2)
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where the errors are given for the electroweak (EW) contribution, the lowest-
order hadronic one, and the higher-order hadronic one, respectively. Let us
note that the difference
∆aexp−SMµ = 28.7(6.3)(4.9) · 10
−10 (3)
is about twice as large as the weak (electroweak minus pure QED) contribu-
tion
∆aweakµ = 15.4(0.2) · 10
−10. (4)
So, an explanation of the deviation by a contribution due to some effects
beyond the SM, requires introduction of a new energy scale being rather
close to the EW one, while ongoing searches (in particular at LHC) more and
more disfavor finding new physics at such a scale. Attempts to explain the
difference by some effect of strong interactions result in continuous efforts in
calculations of the corresponding non-perturbative contributions and trying
to fix them using relations to experimentally observables quantities, see e.g.
review [8]. Presently, there remains some valuable uncertainty in the QCD,
but the possibility to explain in this way the difference (3) is very unlikely.
Another possibility could be an error in the experimental analysis. It will be
verified by the forthcoming experiments Muon g − 2 [9] at Fermilab (USA)
and J-PARC g − 2 [10] at KEK (Japan).
In any case in order to resolve the puzzle, we have to look for the whole
spectrum of possibilities. In this paper we suggest to discuss the scenario
that some additional (but standard) interactions of muons within given ex-
perimental conditions could contribute to the observed gyromagnetic ratio.
In particular, interactions of a muon with his neighbors in the beam can lead
to a (small) effective shift of muons off their mass shells1. Such collective ef-
fects due to electromagnetic interactions between charged particles in a beam
have been discussed in the literature, see e.g. [11]. Remind also a weakened
conservation of energy and momentum required to describe oscillations of
atmospheric neutrinos originated from muon (and pion) decays.
Let us state the following problem: how much do we need to shift a
muon off its mass shell to get the observed shift in the anomalous magnetic
moment?
1Going off the mass shell due to emission of real (soft) photons (in vacuum) is forbidden
by the energy-momentum conservation.
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2. Off-shell muon form factor
The one-loop electron from factor in the case of one external electron
line being off-shell (and the second one being on-shell) was considered in the
book [12]. Here we will consider only the off-diagonal situation (one fermion
off-shell and the other one on-shell). The change of the magnetic moment
of a fermion which is permanently off-shell being in a central potential was
treated in [13].
Let us consider one-loop QED corrections to the vertex of electron-photon
interaction with the following kinematics:
k2 = 0, p2 = −m2, (p+ k)2 +m2 = 2pk = κm2, (5)
where k is the photon 4-momentum; p and p + k are the electron momenta.
One of them is off shell. Note that metric (−,+,+,+) is used. Dimensionless
parameter κ describes the degree of the off-shellness, κ < 0. We will consider
small values |κ| ≪ 1.
At the one-loop level, the fermion-photon vertex receives contributions
from scalar, vector and tensor Feynman integrals J0, Jσ, Jστ . The scalar
and the tensor integrals are infrared and ultraviolet divergent, respectively.
But as it is known from the standard calculations of (gf − 2), just the vector
integral contributes to this quantity. For the off-mass-shell case it reads [12]
m2
ipi2
Jσ =
(
J0 −
ln |κ|
κ− 1
)
pσ +
(
2J0 −
κ− 2
κ− 1
ln |κ| − 2
)kσ
κ
, (6)
where J0 is the scalar integral,
m2
ipi2
J0 =
1
κ
[
Li2 (1)− Li2 (1− κ)
]
, Li2 (x) ≡ −
x∫
0
ln(1− y)
y
dy. (7)
In the limit κ → 0 and k → 0, the vector integral leads to the well know
one-loop result ∆a
(1)
f = α/(2pi) which was received first by J. Schwinger [14].
Expanding in κ we get the first correction due to the off-shellness:
∆a
(1,κ)
f =
α
2pi
[
1 + δa
(κ)
f
]
,
δa
(κ)
f =
(1
4
+
ln |κ|
2
)
κ +O(κ2). (8)
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Assuming that the difference 3) between experimental result and theo-
retical predictions for the muon anomalous magnetic moment is due to the
off-shellness effect, we get the equation to define the value of κ:
∆aexp−SMµ ≈ 3 · 10
−9 =
α
2pi
δa(κ)µ . (9)
Numerical solution of the equation gives κ ≈ −3.5 ·10−7. Note that for small
values of κ the shift has the proper sign and the solution exists. Such a value
corresponds to off-shellness of a muon of the order m|κ| ∼ 35 eV.
3. Conclusion
In this way we demonstrated the possibility to get a shift in the observed
value of the muon anomalous magnetic moment due an effective off-shellness
of muons. To estimate the mean value of the latter one has to analyze
concrete experimental conditions. Obviously, having the value of the beam
density distribution one would easily find the mean shift off the mass shell.
The future experiment [10] utilizing an ultra-cold muon beam will have
a completely different set-up in comparison to E821. Presumably, collective
effects due to interactions of muons with each other in the beam will be very
much suppressed in the Japanese experiment conditions. The New Muon
g − 2 experiment at Fermilab [9] will have also somewhat different beam
parameters with respect to the E821 one at BNL. So, the possible impact of
collective interactions on (gµ − 2) will be accessed in both experiments.
Note also that the electron anomalous magnetic moment was measured in
experiments on atomic spectroscopy where the off-shell effects are well under
control.
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